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Skating
into an
AI era for
hockey.
A deep dive into the
partnership that is bringing a
top ice hockey team further
into the age of AI.
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IoT Excellence in Sports and Entertainment

The Pittsburgh Penguins are an American ice hockey franchise of the National Hockey
League (NHL) based in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. Founded in 1967, the Penguins play
their home games at PPG Paints Arena, which seats 18,000 fans and is operated by
one of the world’s leading entertainment and sports companies.
Using AI video technology powered by Azena, the Pittsburgh Penguins plan to
implement retail analytics in several areas of their home rink as a proof of concept to
explore reducing waiting times on concession lines and gain data-driven insights into
customer behavior in the merchandise presentation and the team’s retail stores.
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In this Customer Journey,
you’ll find:
USE CASES:

C U STO M ER:

#1 Retail analytics

#2 Queue detection

•

Gain valuable insights into
customer shopping behavior

•

Reduce waiting times at
checkouts, avoid congestions

•

Optimize product placement
and store layout

•

Adjust personnel to changing
customer volumes in real-time
CA M ER AS:

APPS:

Link Retail
Shopper Flow

R ESU LTS:

Link Retail Queue
Management

Efficiently managing
the fan experience

LO CAT I O N :

WHO BENEF I TS F RO M IT:

Pittsburgh Penguins fans

azena.com

Retail managers & staff

Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania, USA
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O BJ ECT I V E

Enhance fan experience in
merchandise and retail stores
The aim of the project is to create a memorable fan experience.

PensGear is the official shop for the Pittsburgh Penguins aficionados. The Stanley Cup champions want
to praise their team as much as possible, and providing an extraordinary experience in their shop is a
must. The main objectives of exploring AI video in these stores are:
• Speed up queues and ensure that the fans have a pleasant experience in the shop.
• Make it easier for the correct items to be quickly found and purchased.
• Gain operational intelligence to increase sales and drive cost efficiency.
Azena provides the platform and software in its Application Store to achieve these goals using AI
Video Analytics. New functions and capabilities can be added to existing camera systems as needed,
allowing each device to perform entirely new roles and tasks.

Outside view of the PenGear store.

azena.com
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SO LU T I O N

AI cameras provide
valuable operational insights
Let’s take a look at just what Azena-enabled cameras can do.

#1

Retail analytics

An intelligent store layout and merchandise offering are key to
delivering an outstanding shopping experience for fans and
driving revenue. The challenge is to gain valuable insights into
customer behavior through monitoring and analysis, that allows
continuous data-driven sales optimization. AI video technology
now supports management and staff to achieve this.
The Azena-powered cameras will be installed to help retailers at
the Pittsburgh Penguins arena monitor and manage in-store foot
traffic in the future. Insights into shopper behavior and volume
will enable the management to make key decisions regarding
merchandise placement and align inventory and staffing with
demand in near real-time. Blind spots in store layout and
hidden sales potential can be identified and addressed
using AI video analytics.

Camera view using AI video analytics
for flow management by Link Retail

azena.com
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#2

Queue detection

Waiting times at checkouts can negatively impact
the fan experience. Nothing can dampen the
enjoyment of an hockey game more than standing
in line during breaks and waiting for drinks and
snacks. This is why the Penguins leadership is
strongly interested in speeding up checkouts in
their food service areas and stores.
Smart video technology powered by Azena can
help minimize queue lengths and waiting times.
Cameras equipped with AI Video Analytics from
the Azena Application Store automatically detect
when checkout lines form and notify staff to help
them manage better manage the queues. Crowded
areas can be reliably detected and fans can be
directed to less crowded booths.
To provide the best possible view of the situation in
the store, smart cameras not only detect queues,
but also determine the density and average waiting
times in individual queues.

azena.com
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R E SU LTS

With Azena-powered video technology in the merchandise stores and concession lines, the Pittsburgh
Penguins are laying the technological foundation for automating processes to continuously monitor
and improve operations.
Smart video technology can serve the team with valuable data insights quickly and efficiently,
providing them with the key to delivering superior fan experiences.

“The Pittsburgh Penguins are excited to partner with
Azena. Innovation is in our DNA and partnering with
organizations like Azena are a perfect catalyst to further
enhance our fan experience “
Erik Watts
CTO at Pittsburgh Penguins

N E XT-ST E PS

Azena-powered cameras
can be flexibly upgraded
with additional AI video
analytics features from
the Azena Application
Store at any time.

The Azena team in a
visit to the Penguins

The Pittsburgh Penguins,
who are currently testing
retail analytics and queue
detection as described
above, could consider
automating other areas
of operations at their
arena, such as smoke
and fire detection, violence and vandalism detection, or license plate recognition for smart access and
parking management, and more.
New AI can be added to Azena-powered cameras at any time with just a few clicks. Setting up smart
video technology has never been easier.

azena.com
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TA K E AWAY

Efficiently managing
the fan experience.

C R E D I TS

Photography by:

With the help of Azena, the Penguins have once again
asserted themselves as leaders for an entire league.
Arena technology, which was already at a high level,
could become even smarter and future-proof with
AI Video Analytics from the Azena Application Store.
That is what happens when innovative-thinking
partners work together to shape the future of retail
optimization and operations management.

Aramak Sports &
Entertainment
Depositphotos
Azena

Interested in getting more out of your security
cameras and taking security and operations
management to the next level?
Let’s talk about how you can benefit from Azena!

azena.com
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About us
At Azena, we connect camera manufacturers, SoC
providers, application developers, VMS providers,
and systems integrators through a game-changing
platform. Our goal is to accelerate the speed of
innovation for security cameras and applications that
make use of AI and computer vision.
Azena is a fully owned but independent Bosch start-up head-quartered in
Munich, founded in September 2018.

Our Platform
We have designed a global platform for security
camera applications.
Today, we offer a free and open operating system for security cameras,
a development tool kit for app developers and an Application Store for
integrators as well as a device management portal.
For more detailed information on Azena, please visit:
www.azena.com

azena.com
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Imprint

Security and Safety Things GmbH
Sendlinger Straße 7
80331 München, Germany
Phone: +49 89 6290-2929

Contact
person

Andrew Seymour
Business Development Manager
Andrew.Seymour@mail.azena.com

VAT I D #
D E 31 7 555 1 0 0

Board of Management

Register Entries

Stefanie Grimm
Hartmut Schaper

Registration Court:
Amtsgericht München,
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